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Life in dead trees
Perhaps it’s because I’m over the hump of life expectancy,
but I’m pondering decomposition and learning to love it.
That extends to trees too; I now resist the urge to remove
dead branches or cut down the grayed skeletons I once
considered unsightly and useless.
In fact, dead trees might be as important in the
environment as live ones. They provide shelter for many
kinds of creatures, food for borers, termites and other bugs
(that are, in turn, food for predators) and slowly release nutrients to the soil as they decompose. Dead trees are
preferred perches for raptors and other birds as they hunt or keep watch over their territories.
Lifeless trees have a beauty of their own too. Rings, knots, burls, and scars are all exposed and take on a lovely patina
that’s often enhanced by colorful patches of lichens and mosses. They punctuate a landscape with sculptural drama especially in places where evergreen species dominate.
If you’re not fortunate to have a few dead trees around the place and want to attract birds, you can always ring bark a
part or whole tree to create a “snag”. Simply cut all the way around a trunk or branch deep enough to sever the living
tissue under the bark. The procedure kills the parts above it, but most trees recover by shooting new growth below the
cut. Good candidates for this treatment are otherwise healthy acacias and mesquites that are full of mistletoe. The
parasite dies with the ring barked branches and new green limbs appear.
I ring barked a South American mesquite and plan to carve, burn and paint the lower sections to create an art work
that slowly decays in place and attract flickers, woodpeckers and other birds in the process. I know it’s safe because
it’s well away from our living areas and structures. However, if you have an existing dead tree or want to kill one and
leave it in place, you might contact a certified arborist to make sure it won’t be a hazard.
After all this talk about their benefits, I think we need to do more to promote dead trees. Can you imagine a non-profit
organization dedicated to killing them? A Million Dead Trees for 2012! Anyone want to help me write that grant
application???
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2011 Open Studio Tour
Hundreds of Tucson artists are opening their studios to visitors on Saturday and Sunday, November 12 and 13 from 11
am to 5 pm each day. This is your opportunity to meet artists working in many media, see how they work, and perhaps
find a treasure for your home or for a holiday gift. It’s a fun event even if you’re not in shopping mode.
Oxbow Studio (our place) is a great location to start because there will be ELEVEN artists here with sculpture, furniture,
painting, jewelry, mixed media and fiber arts. Below are most of the artists you’ll meet and examples of their work.
The address is 4200 N. OXBOW ROAD (Just west of Silverbell and Sweetwater). There is plenty of parking and it’s less
than 15 minutes from downtown.


Annie Andre:
mixed media,
collage, fiber

Rose Andreacola:
mixed media,
collage, assemblage

Barbara Brandel:
collage, painting,
assemblage

Stephen Buchmann:
bronze,
photographic prints

Greg Corman:
recycled garden art
and functional objects

Sharon Eaker:
mixed media,
lighting

Susan Fehlow:
mixed media,
handmade aprons

Charity Hall:
jewelry with
biological imagery

Raj Helweg:
upcycled metal
and wood furniture

Tidi Ozeri:
sculpture and
ornamental metal work

Six week muffins
Good friends in Taos, NM passed this recipe on to me. I was impressed by the great texture, flavor, and moistness of
the muffins, not to mention the convenience of having batter ready at hand for a morning treat. I took the liberty of
altering it slightly. This batter keeps for 6 weeks in the refrigerator in an airtight container so just bake whatever you
want to eat each morning.
DRY INGREDIENTS
15 oz. bran flakes (I use organic multigrain flakes)
5 cups flour (whole wheat, white or mixed)
2.5 cups sugar
5 teaspoons baking soda
3 teaspoons salt
Optional: 1 tablespoon cinnamon
WET INGREDIENTS
4 beaten eggs
1 cup vegetable oil
1 quart low fat buttermilk
EXTRAS
1.5 cups to 4 cups “extras” (chopped pecans or walnuts, raisins, dried blueberries, dried cherries, coconut, dates,
dried cranberries or apple, etc.)
• Pre-heat oven to 400 degrees.
• Mix dry ingredients in a bowl.
• Mix wet ingredients in a larger bowl.
• Add dry ingredients to wet ingredients and mix.
• Mix in the “extras”.
• Lightly grease a muffin tin and fill 2/3 or more full. You can also use aluminum or paper muffin cups so you don’t
have to grease and clean the muffin tin every time.
• Bake at 400 degrees for 18-20 minutes or until done. Baking time will depend on the size of the muffins and the
altitude.
Note: If you’re not baking as many muffins as the tin can hold, half fill the empty ones with water to avoid getting hot
spots in the tin.
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